DHARAV HIGH SCHOOL, JAIPUR
ANNUAL REPORT 2021-22
“It is not the strongest of species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives.
It is one that is most adaptable to change.”- Charles Darwin
Productivity is always the result of a commitment to excellence, intelligent planning, and focused
effort. When the whole world was forced to stay indoors during the pandemic, our students were
productively engaged in online activities that enhanced learning and maximized their potential to
survive in this ever-changing world.
Active learning is, in short, anything that students do in the classroom other than merely
passively listening to an instructor. A constructive learning approach with hands on, creative,
participative activities kept the students occupied to suit the new normal.

April 2021
Heritage Activity grade 3 to 8
“ *Preserve Cultural Heritage* , it defines the national identity of a country”
Celebrating World Heritage Day is an effort to preserve our heritage which is a vital link to our
cultural, educational, aesthetic, inspirational and economic legacies- all of the things that quite
literally make us who we are.
To celebrate this day and to make students aware of the importance and conservation of our
heritage the Heritage Club of Dharav High School organised a plethora of activities for its students
under theme “ *Know Your Vibrant Country”.* Students enthusiastically participated in various
activities including Talk Show, making Power Point Presentations, designing Posters and writing
catchy Slogans.
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Earth Day Assembly
“Earth rejoices our words, breathing and peaceful steps. Let
every breath, every word and every step make the mother
earth proud of us.” – Amit Ray
A virtual special assembly was conducted by the students of
grades VI to VIII to celebrate the Earth Day and inspire the
young generation to act towards the protection of the
environment. The assembly began with a prayer dedicated to
the supreme being and the creator of our paradise.
It was followed by the thought for the day, a thoughtprovoking speech, beautifully enacted skit and a pledge to
collectively preserve and tend to the magnificent world shared
by all of us. Children presented a soulful song and promised
to be the earth warriors.
The Principal, Ms. Seema Sehajpal applauded the efforts of
the children and motivated them to safeguard the planet
Earth. The assembly concluded with an appeal to consider
every day as the Earth Day and devote oneself to save our
home planet.

May 2021
My First Teacher - Mother's Day Activity Classes Nursery-II
You are the embodiment of love,
You are like a boon from above.
Like you there‟s no other,
You‟re the only one, you‟re my mother.
The importance of mothers needs no retelling. Our lives are stitched with their presence, both
visible and invisible. She is a woman who is created by God to bring love, joy, happiness and care
into his world. A humble tribute to the spirit of motherhood and to admire this unique gift of God a
“Mother‟s Day” activity was conducted for the students of classes Nursery-II on May 8, 2021.
The students paid tribute to the Mother who gives us the air we breathe and the food we eat, i.e.
Mother Earth, through a sapling plantation activity.
They also expressed their love and gratitude for their mother through a multitude of presentations
such as singing, dancing, cooking to name a few.
It was a memorable event to see and cherish this unconditional bond of love between a mother and
her child.
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Online Mathematics Quiz - Classes VI - VIII
„Competition coerces the best potentiality to come
forward.‟
A brain storming activity „Online Mathematics Quiz‟
was conducted for classes 6-8 on 11th May in their
respective classes during the Math periods.
The students enjoyed participating in it, as it showed
real time scores of all the participants.
Some were very happy to have managed to
complete it on time so that they are ahead of the
others and some were doing it strategically to get the
best scores. Each and every student was involved. It
was an amalgamation of time based application of
knowledge with thrill and enthusiasm.

June 2021
Puppet Pals - Puppet Making -Nursery to II
„You are both puppet and puppeteer of your world.‟
India has a long tradition of puppetry. To introduce this
art form to our little ones, Dharav High School, Jaipur
conducted an online Puppet Making Activity for classes
Nursery to II. The students were taught to make hand
puppets created from the stick design. Under the
guidance of their art teachers, the students
enthusiastically made puppets using colourful sheets,
colours, googly eyes, sticks etc.
The activity enabled the children to learn about puppet
designs, puppetry techniques and staging a puppet
show. The teachers showed students how the puppets
could be used to narrate stories. The interesting story
narration by the teachers using the puppets kept the
students engaged. This activity aimed at bringing some
joy to the lives of the children and also gave them a
glimpse of their ancient art form.
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July 2021
Telling Stories with Puppets - Children of Grade 2 enjoyed telling and retelling familiar stories using
puppets and props.
Puppets are a fantastic tool to get young people talking and telling stories. Puppets are engaging toys that help
support oral language skills and communication, social / emotional development, and help child learn and
understand the world around them through safe, imaginative play.

'Kavyanjali'- Hindi Poetry Recitation
Competition : Nursery- II
Competitions are the best way to encourage,
enhance and nurture competitive values among
children. Students of classes Nursery-II were
given an opportunity to exhibit their talent and
confidence by an intra-class Hindi Recitation
Competition 'Kavyanjali'. The little ones
presented their poems with confidence and
appropriate expressions.

'Kavyatarang' - Hindi Poetry
Recitation- Grade III
Poetry is when an emotion has found its
thought and the thought has found words.
When power leads man toward arrogance,
poetry reminds him of his limitations. When
power narrows the area of man's concern,
poetry reminds him of the richness and
diversity of existence. When power corrupts,
poetry cleanses. That is the power of Poetry.
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National Doctor's Day Virtual Assembly
Classes III - V
“God cannot be everywhere, so he sent doctors with excellence
and selflessness.”
It has never been more important to appreciate the efforts that
doctors make to ensure that we sufficiently recover from
whatever may be ailing us and continue to remain healthy. India
celebrates National Doctor‟s Day on July 1 each year, in honour
of the birth and death anniversary of the great physician and the
second Chief Minister of West Bengal, Dr. Bidhan Chandra
Roy.
This day serves to show gratitude to all those who have
selflessly aided us in our time of need.
On this occasion, an assembly on the topic „National Doctor‟s
Day‟ was held by the students of classes 3 to 5, of Dharav High
school. In which they town donned the role of doctors and
talked about the importance of hygiene and proper nutrition to
fight various diseases. It showcased the relentless service of
doctors in society by presenting the thought, speech, poem,
song and skit and explained the importance of protection of
health from various diseases.
Doctors are truly the greatest heroes, of not just the present but
of all time.

Lexical Mish Mash -English Quiz- Grade IV
“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I remember, involve me and I learn.”
A virtual inter-class 'Lexical Mish Mash- English Quiz' competition was organized for the students of
Grade
IV.
Giving an impetus to language learning, the competition included challenges in vocabulary, names of
famous books and authors, and syntax and morphology of English language. The students surprised
the
audience
with
their
knowledge
and
information.
The results were announced at the end of the quiz „Team Tolstoy‟ was declared the winner.
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Life in the Northern MountainsGrade IV Social Science Activity
India is known worldwide for its 'Unity in Diversity'.
Even though the different parts of India have
various social customs, food habits, clothing,
language and dialect, there is a common cultural
thread that provide unity in this plethora of
diversity. This sense of unity is strengthened
because of the respect and accommodation shown
to diversity. To encourage the understanding and
appreciation of this diversity an activity was
conducted by Grade 4 dressed up in the traditional
costumes of Northern states of India and gave
information about their alloted states.

August 2021
Incredible India: Bharat Mere
Chitron Mein - Grade I -II
“The preservation of freedom is not
the task of soldiers alone. The whole
nation has to be strong.”- Lal Bahadur
Shastri.
To celebrate the 75th Independence
Day, an activity “Bharat mere chitron
mein” was organised for the students
of Grades Nur - II of Dharav High
School, Jaipur. They drew and
coloured various heritage monuments
and learnt about their magnificent past
and
significance.
The
students
participated
enthusiastically and took a great
interest in this activity.

Independence Day III- V
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True Independence and freedom can only
exist in doing what‟s right.
We salute and thank the freedom fighters who
laid their lives and made great sacrifices for us
to live in this sovereign state. The students of
grade III - V of Dharav High School, celebrated
the 75th Independence Day.

Janmashtami
Nursery -Prep

Celebration

:

The tiny tots of Classes Nursery and Prep at
Dharav High School, celebrated the holy
festival of Janmashtami with great fervor.
Janmashtmi is celebrated as the birthday of
Lord Krishna, one of the most powerful and
famous reincarnations of Lord Vishnu.
The celebrations took place virtually and the
students dressed up as Krishna and Radha.
They attentively and rapturously enjoyed the
narration of the story of Lord Krishna. The
little ones with the help of their parents ,
eagerly participated in the “Matki Making”
and “ Picture Coloring” activities that were
organised.

The Mathkeeters - Virtual Math Quiz - Grade V
Mathematics is a subject of numbers, shape, data, measurement, and understanding.'
To familiarize with the real world applications of various mathematical concepts, a Virtual Inter-Class
Math Quiz was conducted at Dharav High School, Jaipur for the students of Class-5 on August 7, 2021.
The participants were grouped in four teams namely Aryabhatta, Bhaskaracharya, S. Ramanujan and
Brahmagupta. The quiz was conducted in three rounds-Fun with numbers, Visual Round and Rapid
Fire.
The students used their logical reasoning and analytical skills in computing different questions. They
competed with each other with full zeal and enthusiasm. It was an enriching and full-filled activity for all.
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Virtual Assembly : National Handloom DayClass VIII
To honour the handloom weavers in the country and
to give students an insight into the rich and glorious
cultural heritage of our country, students of Dharav
High School class VIII presented an online assembly
on „National Handloom Day‟. The assembly began on
a pious note with a prayer song which was followed
by a poem recitation in Hindi „Ek Soot Ka Dhaga‟. A
melodious song presentation that glorified Handloom
Culture of various states was presented by the choir.
Gandhi‟s divine weapon for Satyagraha the „Charkha‟
shared it‟s journey. A glimpse of colourful Handloom
fabrics presented by the students touched the
innermost chords of hearts and evoked the spirit of
patriotism. The Principal, Seema Sehajpal addressed
the gathering and motivated the students with her
encouraging words of wisdom. The assembly
culminated with the rendition of National Anthem.

PARNASSUS : Virtual Recitation Competition- Grade VI - IX
The famous ballad, The Charge of the Light Brigade by Lord Alfred Tennyson and the humorous
ballad, The Tale of Custard the Dragon by Ogden Nash found animated articulation in an online InterHouse Recitation Competition held on Saturday, 14th August, for the students of classes VI to IX.
The online platform did not deter the participants from expressing the theme of valour and humour.
The competition set a benchmark only to be raised higher in the future.
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September 2021

Marvellous Mentors- Teachers' Day
Celebration- Classes Nur-II
Teachers have three loves: love of learning, love of
learners, and the love of bringing the first two loves
together.” Scott Hayden
A special assembly on Teachers‟ Day was conducted by
the students of Nur-II. The school prayer, shlok, thought
of the day, Hindi kavita and the news headlines were
presented by the young learners.
The students performed an inspiring role play, paying
their tribute to famous teachers of our nation like Dr.
Sarvpalli Radhakrishnan, Savitri Bai Phulle, Aryabhatta,
Gautam Buddha, Dr. A.P.J.Abdul Kalam and Swami
Vivekanand.
The school Principal Ms. Seema Sehajpal appreciated
the confidence of the students and the collective efforts
of the teachers and the parents who always come
together to make such special days a success.

Marvellous Mentors- Teachers' Day
Celebration- Class III-V
"One looks back with appreciation to the brilliant
teachers, but with gratitude to those who touched
our human feelings.”
As teachers and students together sail through this
difficult phase of online classes, the studentteacher bond has grown stronger. This Teachers‟
Day might not be filled with cards and flowers but
the fragrance of gratitude and love is still there.
The students of Grades 3 to 5 at Dharav High
School celebrated Teachers‟ Day virtually by
organising an activity „A Treat with the Teacher.
Students prepared delicious delicacies for
breakfast and shared it with their teachers virtually
as a mark of love and appreciation for them.
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Grade IV- Muhawara-Lokokti Kosh - Kahani Vachan
A virtual Hindi Story Telling Competition 'Muhawara-Lokokti Kosh - Kahani Vachan' was organised for
the students of Grade IV on September 14, 2021. The participants narrated the stories based on moral
values. They captivated the audience by presenting themselves in their distinctive style and rhythm.
The participants were judged on the parameters like presentation, pronunciation, confidence and
expression. The School Principal Ms. Seema Sehajpal applauded the students and appreciated the
Hindi department for training the students very well.
The competition provided an opportunity to the students to exhibit their talent and confidence. They
enjoyed the learning experience.

Tark-Vitark : Hindi Debate
Competition - Classes VI-IX
An
Interhouse
Virtual
Hindi Debate
Competition was organised for the students
of Grade VI- IX on September 9, 2021. The
participants from all the four houses
Empathy, Humility, Integrity and Loyalty
presented their views in for and against of
the
topic
'Has
Corona
made
us
Independent?'
. They
captivated
the
audience by presenting themselves in their
distinctive style and rhythm.
The participants were judged on the
parameters like presentation, pronunciation,
confidence and expression. The School
Principal Ms. Seema Sehajpal applauded the
students and appreciated the Hindi
department for training the students very
well.
The competition provided an opportunity to
the students to exhibit their talent and
confidence. They enjoyed the learning
experience.
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Virtual Investiture Ceremony
The first Dharav High School Student
Council with 28 members, was sworn in
by the school Principal, Ms Seema
Sehajpal. DHS is an institution with
strong belief in the power of the youth.
The on-line investiture ceremony set a
mark for the new school making
unavoidable presence amongst the elite
schools of the city.

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION
Dharav High School, Jaipur participated in
Tirangaa Family 2021 event hosted by
Ryan International School, Jaipur.
Pranaya Singh from Class 2 B of Dharav
High School, Jaipur won the 3rd position
in the category “ Framing Families”.
The judgement criteria was creativity,
originality, ideation, aesthetic appeal,
combination of colours, neatness and
overall presentation.
Well
said
by
Pranaya
that”
Family….When we have each other, we
have everything.” Her artistic photo frame
was well appreciated by the judge.

October 2021
Poster Making Activity on
Gandhi Jayanti
'One who is a Vaishnav
Knows the pain of others,
Does good to others,
without letting pride enter his mind.'
With such lessons of humanity,
Bapu left incomprehensible legacy
for the nation.
Dharav High School pays homage
to the Father of the Nation with a
respectful bow on Gandhi Jayanti.
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Navratri and Dussehra
Learning is always fun.
Students of Class 1 learnt about Navratri and Dussehra and the story behind these celebrations. They
danced their hearts out with their colourful dupattas and dandiyas and later made Ravana in class.
It sure was the perfect way to ring in the Dussehra break

Safe Circle: Session on Good Touch/
Bad Touch- I & II
Safety is a Must!!
To make the little ones of grades Nur to II
aware about safety rules in their daily life,
Dharav High School organised a talk show on
26th
October,
2021.
The talk included covid guidelines, personal
body safety, stranger- danger, road safety,
safety at school and in house and safety rules
while
going
for
swimming.
The session was much appreciated by the
parents as they found it very helpful for the
students to understand the importance of these
guidelines to lead a fearless and safe life.

Virtual Assembly on Diwali- VI & VII
Let the world illuminate with happiness
Let the world sing the songs of joy!
A virtual special assembly to celebrate Diwali was organized on October 29, 2021 at Dharav High
School. Students' colourful presentations of dance, song and skit brought forth the spirit of Diwali.
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November 2021
Children's Day Celebration: Nur-IX
The school premises echoed with mirth on Saturday celebrating childhood and its innocence. The
teachers held the morning assembly and organized fun games to make the day special for the
students.
To boost love for nature, the students were gifted rose saplings and other ornamental plants.

Rhyme & Rhythm: English Poem Recitation- Nur -II
Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings. It
encourages art and creativity, sparks imagination and inspires
abstract thinking. It is a medium to paint a picture with words.
To encourage a love for poetry amongst young children,
Dharav High School, Jaipur organized an online inter-class
poetry recitation competition for students of Nursery to
2nd Standard on Saturday, 27th November 2021. The theme
of the competition was “Nature”.
Expressing their fondness and love for nature, the students
enthusiastically participated and got an opportunity to
showcase their talent and confidence. The young poets
enthralled the audiences with their performances. The
students were judged on their confidence, articulation,
memorization and overall presentation.
The Principal, Ms. Seema Sehajpal congratulated the winners
and encouraged the participants for their enthusiasm and
awesome efforts.

Virtual Assembly on Guru Nanak Jayanti - Classes III-V
“There is but one God. True is His name, creative His personality
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and immortal His form. He is without fear sans enmity, unborn and
self-illuminated. By the Guru‟s grace, he is obtained.”
Dharav High School, Jaipur marked the auspicious day of Guru
Nanak Jayanti with a virtual assembly emphasizing Guru Nanak
Devji‟s message of compassion and oneness. The students shared
information related to the life and teachings of Guru Nanak Devji
through thought and speech. Students also presented a skit based
on Guru Nanak ji‟s teachings that promotes universal brotherhood
and harmony. Serenity and calmness floated all around with the
beautiful humming of the Shabad by the students that paved the
way for a very fruitful and productive day.

Hindi Recitation Competition-'Shorya': Classes
VI-IX
Poetry is an easy way to express feelings. While it infuses
passion and valor in the mind, it creates the spirit to do
something for the country. Keeping this in mind, an interhouse poetry recitation competition „Veer Ras‟ was
organized by the Hindi Department of Dharav High School
located in Vidyadhar Nagar on 26-11-21. Students of
classes 6 to 9 from the four Houses of Empathy, Humility,
Loyalty and Integrity respectively participated. „Khooni
Hastakshar‟ by Shri Gopal Vyas, Pandit Narendra Mishra's
„Khilji did not forget till his death‟, „The bravery of Chetak‟
by Shree Shyam Narayan Pandey, Shri Ramdhari Singh
Dinkar's „Warning of Krishna‟ etc. poems were presented
with great enthusiasm. At the end of the competition, the
Principal of the school Ms. Seema Sahajpal and VicePrincipal Ms. Upma Mathur encouraged all the participants
by praising them and boosting their morale. In the
competition, Loyalty House stood first and Integrity House
stood second. Yuvraj Jain of class 8 A was chosen as the
best reader.

Inter-School INTACH Heritage Quiz 2021
Dharav High School won the Second Position in the Inter-School INTACH Heritage Quiz 2021 on
13th November 2021. The school took up the responsibility to host the event where eleven elite
schools of the city participated online. The top four teams that scored the highest points in the
preliminary round, competed in the Final Round of the Quiz.
Congratulations to the School Team represented by Sarthak Agarwal of Class IX B and Metarya
Sethia of Class VII A.
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December 2021
Math All Around: Number Mania- Classes I & II
„The best way to learn Mathematics is to do Mathematics.‟ Keeping this thought in mind, various funfilled Math activities were conducted for classes Nursery-II on 9th and 10th December, 2021. NurseryPrep children had fun doing number art, octopus counting and paper plate addition activities. On the
other hand, students of grades I & II were enthusiastically engaged in skip counting, happy mart and
shapes in my platter activities. A quiz based on Math concepts was also conducted for the students.
The activities not only served to reinforce mathematical concepts, but also proved once again that
learning by doing is the way to go.

Story Telling Grade V
“A good story can imbibe the right values in the most impressionable age.”
To build confidence, enhance speaking skills and stimulate one‟s imagination, a storytelling activity was
organized for the students of Class V, on December 3, 2021 at Dharav High School, Jaipur.
The young, enthusiastic storytellers, armed with their props, came forth with wonderful tales. While
some stories gave the audience food for thought, some reinforced moral values and some had the
audience in splits.
The participants presented their stories with the use of facial expressions and voice modulations. Their
oratory and presentation skills were outstanding. The event was thoroughly enjoyed by the audience.
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Doha Gayan Pratiyogita: Class V
India is the land of spirituality and
amalgamation, where teachings of mystic
poets like Rahim and Kabir reverberate in
every heart. They are immortalized through
their thoughtful couplets making us introspect.
The Department of Hindi organized Doha
Gayan Pratiyogita for the students of Grade V
on Thursday, 23 December 2021. Participants
recited the couplets with explanation.
Judgement was made on presentation,
pronunciation, expression and confidence.

Christmas Celebration – Nur to II
"Christmas magic is silent. You don't hear it–you feel it. You know it. You believe it." – Kevin Alan
Milne
Students of classes NUR-II ringed in the joyful festive season with delightful Christmas Celebration
organized for them on 23rd December, 2021. The young creative elves showcased their artsy side
with the Christmas card making activity that started the celebration on a wonderful note. The
celebration was then followed with a dance performance by the talented students of class II. No
celebration is complete without few melodies tuned into it, and rightly so, the Christmas Celebration
included splendid carols sung by the brilliant student choir. Through the celebration the students
learnt about the importance of Christmas and the message that the festival gives, which is, the true
spirit of giving and doing good deeds for other people.
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Spreading Cheer All Around -Christmas Fiesta- :
Classes III-V
„Christmas is for joy, for giving and sharing, for laughter, for
coming together with family and friends, for tinsel and
brightly
decorated
packages.‟
Soaked in the spirit of Christmas, an activity was organized
for the students. The spirit of giving and sharing was
inculcated among the students as they donated food items,
footwear and personal hygiene stuff for the people who
need
it
the
most,
exquisitely.
Melodious carols were sung by our young choir, getting
everybody into the spirit of Christmas and its gaiety. The
entire school vibrated with the echoes of Christmas carols.
The day ended on a very happy note with a dance
performance
by
the
children.
The boundless joy of celebrating the festival was amply
visible on the faces of the children especially when Santa
moved around distributing sweets to them.

Christmas Celebration
Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way…
With Christmas in the air, the school premises reverberated with melodious carols and the spirit of
Christmas filled every heart with jubilation. Christmas celebration excited the students and they
enjoyed by cheering and singing loud for all to hear. Dressed in red and white, they shouted with
delight when Santa Claus met them with lovely gifts.
Christmas is a time to spread love and joy and doing a little extra for someone. The students
experienced the joy of brightening other lives by giving gifts for the needy. The Principal wished
“Merry Christmas” to all and applauded the little angels for their benevolence.
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Rhythmica Inter House Dance Competition
"Dancing is the poetry of the foot."
Indian classical dance is a poetic expression which
tells stories to people. It is a interfusion of drama in a
classical pattern. Rhythmica Inter House Dance
Competition was organized at Dharav High School.
Two dancers participated from each house. This
Competition was judged by Ms Rashmi Jangid on the
dancer's choreography, sense of rhythm, costumes
and props, and overall presentation.
The winners are:
1st Position - Janvi Agarwal
2nd Position - Saumya Jain

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION
Another feather in the cap of Dharav High School,
Jaipur.
Vaishnavi Acharya of Grade V from Dharav High
School bagged the FIRST position in 'Dream O Jar' ,
an Inter School competition held by Bright Land
School, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh on November 11,
2021.
Her creative expressions were beautifully depicted
through the dream O jar.

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION- RESPLENDENCE 2021
Proud moment for Dharav High School, Jaipur…..
FIRST Position for Clay Creation.... Saanvi Agarwal II B
FIRST position for Shapath Lekhan!!!!!!!! Khushi Yadav VIII C
Inter School Competition conducted by G D Goenka, Delhi.
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INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITION- FROSTY FEST conducted by Delhi Public School, Jaipur.
Dharav High School, Jaipur believes that achievements motivate the students to be more productive and
also create a feeling of pride.
Our students have proved the same once again by bringing laurels to the school.
Winners of an Online Interschool Competition - FROSTY FEST conducted by Delhi Public School, Jaipur.
@ Garv Tiwari of class II-A achieved the First position in the category - COOKIE ENCOUNTER.
@ Mohit Lakhwani of class V B achieved the Third position in the category –SANTA‟S MAKEOVER.
The event provided a platform to the participants from the different states to learn and showcase their
creativity and uniqueness.

January 2022
Brainvita- A GK Quiz- Nur to II
“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think!” Albert Einstein
To enhance the comprehension skills of the students an online GK quiz „Brainvita‟ was organized for
classes Nur – II on Monday, 24th January 2022.
The quiz had six rounds- Visual, Audio, MCQ, Questionnaire, Check your Knowledge and The Rapid
Fire. The children participated enthusiastically in all the rounds and proved how proficient they are in
their general awareness.
The quiz was a great success with the children showcasing their individual knowledge and also
learning how to work together as a team.
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REPUBLIC DAY
Today showering the flowers of unity and principles, the unfurled Tricolour spreads the paean of proud
India.
Dharav High School celebrates this Republic Day with pride. The school renews its vow to uphold the
nation's unity in diversity, faith in the Constitution and courage to continue the good daring all hurdles.

INSPIRE AWARD
Dharav students make us proud again! Congratulations to Abhishek Poonia and Snehal Bhandari for
winning Award of the Year, 2021–22 at INSPIRE Awards - MANAK (Million Minds Augmenting National
Aspirations and Knowledge), executed by the Department of Science and Technology, GOI.
Each student was also conferred with a cash prize of 10,000 INR. The monetary rewards will be utilised
to further cultivate the ideas into working projects.
The INSPIRE Awards (Innovation in Science Pursuit for Inspired Research) are just another step to
promote and attract the youth of the nation towards research and development in the field of science
and technology. The main objective is to target one million original ideas and innovations rooted in
science and societal applications to foster a culture of creativity and innovative thinking among school
children.
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Vidyarthi Vigyan Manthan
Success is the sum of small efforts repeated day in and day out. The efforts made by the teachers and
students have added another feather to the Dharav High School crown.
We are proud, honored, and humbled to be harboring and nurturing some of the most creative minds in
the country.
Sanvi Agarwal (Class VIII) and Sarthak Agarwal (Class IX) of Dharav High School, Jaipur participated
in Vidyarthi Vigyan Manthan, a national level, unique, App-based, science talent search online
examination and qualified for the State Level Camp Examination.
Vidyarthi Vigyan Manthan (VVM) is an initiative of Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA), in collaboration with Vigyan
Prasar, an autonomous organization under the Department of Science and Technology, Government of
India, and the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), an institution under
the Ministry of Education. It is a national program for popularizing science among school students of
standards VI to XI, conceptualized to identify bright minds with a scientific aptitude among the student
community.

February 2022
Basant Panchami
Basant Panchami - a day dedicated
to Goddess Saraswati, who is
regarded as the Goddess of
knowledge. The festival was
observed with much fervour by the
little leaners of Dharav High School.
The poetic and musical online
gatherings made the occasion lively
and yellow outfits made the day
more special.
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Spell-O-Mania - Nursery to II
To learn to read is to spark a fire.
Every syllable that is spelled out is a spark!
Spelling is a complex written language skill, which requires a learner to possess phonological,
morphological, visual memory skills, semantic relationships as well as adequate knowledge of spelling
rules. And what better way to teach this skill than with fun and games!
We at Dharav High School acknowledge the importance of spelling correctly and add an element of
fun
while
teaching
our
students
how
to
be
spelling
champions.
Activity – Spell-O-Mania – was organised for the children of classes Nursery to II, which included
spelling games like Word Chain, Rhyme Time, Word Detectives, Mix and Fix, What‟s Missing etc. The
children were thrilled and participated with a lot of enthusiasm.

VI – VIII Basant Panchami
धारव में हर्ााया वसन्त
गााँव- गााँव नगर- नगर मैं घूमा चहाँ ओर
कहीं न पाया मैंने प्रदूर्ण मुक्त ठाैर
कलह काैेलाहल से हाैे रही प्रकृ तत काली
नहीं ददखा मुझको कहीं प्रकृ तत माली
घूम -घामकर जब मैं धारव आाँगन आया
मन प्रफु तललत, गमलाैेै में भी वसत हर्ााया,
सभी की मेहनत ने रग लाया
देखाैे देखाैे धारव हाई स्कू ल में वसत आया
कर लें हम सभी प्रण यही, बतगया महकाएाँगे
तवश्व काैे सत् तिव सुन्दर प्रदूर्ण मुक्त बनाएाँगे
धारव बतगया के हम बालपुष्प दृढप्रततज्ञ
भावना यही जगाते हैं,
जग-जीवन साैरभ - सुर्मा फलाकर
दुतनया प्रदूर्ण मुक्त बनाते हैं
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Story Telling -16 Feb
Stories are memory aids, instruction manuals and moral compasses.
It is the oldest form of education and most definitely a very enjoyable one too.
The students of grade I of Dharav High School Jaipur, put on their masks and turned into story tellers.
The session was fun filled and high on learning quotient.

Show and Tell activity- 23 Feb
Effective road safety education makes students aware and behave responsibly on road from a very
young age.
A Show and Tell activity was conducted online for Grade-I, in which the students displayed their
knowledge of different means of transport and traffic rules.

March 2022
Kindness week
No act of kindness is ever wasted. Kindness
matters in even the smallest of acts.
We are celebrating kindness week at Dharav
High School from March 21st to 25th. Join us
and make this the happiest week of the year!
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